Multiple intracerebral haemangioblastomas in identical twins with von Hippel-Lindau disease--a clinical and molecular study.
Von Hippel-Lindau (VHL) disease is an inherited autosomal dominant neoplastic disorder causing central nervous system haemangioblastomas. The VHL gene (3p25-3p26) is known to be a tumour suppressor gene, with its inactivation being responsible for a predisposition to tumour development. As far as we know, the present report of VHL disease manifestation in identical twins is unique. Genetic inquiry into the family background did not reveal this disease among their progenitors. For presymptomatic diagnosis of 17 presently unaffected family members, constitutional DNA of the twins was screened for VHL germline mutations, using loss of heterozygosity studies and exon-specific DNA sequencing. To determine the influence of somatic mutations of the VHL gene in tumourigenesis, DNA of five surgically removed intracerebral haemangioblastomas of the identical twins was analyzed in comparison with their constitutional DNA by DNA sequencing of the complete VHL coding region. However, no allelic losses were found for the VHL gene or for various other tumour suppressor genes (p53, BRCA1, BRCA2, DCC, and MCC). Furthermore, no mutations were found in the constitutional DNA of either twin sister or in the DNA of all five tumour lesions. Based on our observations, we conclude that in certain VHL families, presymptomatic molecular diagnosis of the disease is not feasible and requires close clinical surveillance of all individuals at risk.